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What makes a 
great VR story?

BBC/Ipsos Mori Ethnographic Study - 
VR in the Home 2017



Presence
The experience heightens
‘presence’.
That’s the sense that you’re
really experiencing what’s
around you – you’re a real
person, in a real space and the
world and the people in it
react to you consistently and
convincingly.

The Plankt



The story is spatial
Exploring the environment
helps you understand the
story. From what you see
to the way you interact
with the sound around
you, being there helps you
make sense of it.

The story is spatial

1944: Berlin Blitz (BBC)t



The viewer is more
than a spectator
 The viewer is an explorer, not a
disembodied bystander. They need
a sense of agency and involvement
– so give them a reason to look or
move around and explore the world
you create.

Damming the Nile, BBC



Embodiment 

 

We Wait: Embodiment
and eye contact
enhance presence

 
“We Wait”—The Impact of Character

Responsiveness and Self Embodiment on
Presence and Interest in an Immersive News

Experience



There is an emotional
charge

VR is a great way to convey an
emotional moment, a visceral
feeling or a sensation. People are
much more likely to remember
this than dense information. 

Crossing the Sky (BBC)t



Reporting style -
show don't tell

In a headset, a reporter
becomes your
companion. A
conversational style -
more like radio than TV
works best. Allow your
audience to take some
control.

Alastair Leithead, 
Damming the Nile, BBC



Editorial focus: too much war and misery?



Hope and joy?

VR can offer escapism
and a chance to see and
explore places people
will never be able to visit
themselves.

Balloon ride over Valley of the Kings,
Damming the Nile, BBC



Marketability

Whether your VR is
for events or will be
launched on a
platform or store, it
needs to be highly
promotable. 

Oculus Store - 
Doctor Who: The Runaway





Ethical challenges in
VR/AR production



Consent to filming?



What is real?



Intensity?



Hero, Tribeca Film Festival 2017War Remains, Tribeca Film
Festival 2019

Danger of causing trauma?





Will VR super-serve richer
audiences?

Information
inequality?









Beyond VR -
opportunities
opened by AR and
immersive tech



AR experiences
 Changdoek Palace, 5G powered AR
enhanced experience, Nexus



New ways to make
programmes - Virtual
Production

Using game engines and AR to
create studios and realtime
graphics...



BBC Olympics Studio 2021



Virtual studio - behind the scenes





Field AR, Owain Rich, NBC



WHAT SHOULD
YOU DO TO BE
METAVERSE
READY?



Stay up to date
with
developments
and learn from
others.

1.



IMSI3d, Lagos, VR for schools
Pompeii Exhibition, 

Grand Palais, Paris 2020



2. Experiment
to learn and
understand -
this is
possible on
low budgets.

Robert Hernandez, 
@Webjournalist, 
USC Annenberg



3. Build
partnerships -
for funding,
expertise,
platforms and 
 audiences



Key Strategies

Track what the BBC/NYT and other leading players are
doing and look beyond news orgs/broadcasters too. 

Stay up to date and learn from others

Use existing platforms like Snapchat and YouTube to drive
innovation.

Experiment to understand

The same rules apply as for the internet....

Build strong brands and make sure
your data is in order

Whether it is for access to funding, expertise, platforms or
audiences, partnerships will be essential.

Build partnerships
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